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On behalf of R&R Logistics, The Rose Bowl, The Who & Harvey Goldsmith,
we’d like to say many thanks for all your hard work in Southampton last week.

The weather conditions and small areas we were given to work in required a 
great deal of patience & professionalism which was supplied in abundance by 

all your staff involved with this production.

We look forward to working with you on our next production

Regards, Robbie, Jim, Rachel & Judith

Eagles thanks
Please pass on our thanks to Clayton and the boys for doing

a great job and making the whole thing enjoyable!

Regards,
Ludford, Vicki and Anthony, APL Event

Thanks to you and all of your team for helping us to make the 
events such a success – both shows SOLD OUT with a 40,000 
strong audience on Saturday and 32,000 on Sunday.  It was 

another busy and exhausting week in the Park but well worth all 
the effort and the BBC are, once more, delighted with the final 

result.  Hope we will see you same time, same place next year!”

Andy Ayres, Mantaplan Ltd

I just wish to thank you for a great job here at Watford - 
Robert & and the team did a great job - and the show 

was a success for all concerned.

All The Best, Wolfie
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Given the task of providing one of the largest outdoor film screens ever,
the structure surrounding it had to be of world class stature and quality.

I was in no doubt and my first call was to Jeff Burke of ESS.  Having worked 
with ESS on many occasions, I knew that the provision of the structures, for 
our multi venue festival, had to go to the best company, able to complete 

the task no matter what delays or problems were thrown at them.   The 
completed structure of the main stage, in the grounds of the Museum of 

Islamic Arts, Doha created such impact, that at times it appeared to dwarf its 
host building.  On Souq Wakif too, the towering 19m screen structure filled the 

sky and created a stir, even before the event took place.  
Professionalism and commitment – key words when working with ESS.

Kindest regards, Sarah  from where???

It doesn’t get any bigger than this in the golfing calendar. With a TV audience
of 600 million, choosing our production partners was key. It was important to

select a company we could trust to deliver, it was therefore a pleasure to select ESG
to provide the stage  structure for the Ryder Cup  opening and closing ceremony 2010.  

From the initial contact and pitch we found their experience invaluable. The project was 
challenging in the lead up with a change of location and difficult terrain’s. ESG were 

always quick with drawing changes and advice. The onsite team were very flexible and 
really understood the high quality of work that we were expected to deliver. 

I would not hesitate to work with ESG again! 

Andrew Dawson-wills Production Director, Smyle Creative

Dear All at ESS, We would like to express our thanks and appreciation for
your help and generosity in making the LIVE AID concert such an

outstanding event. Your involvement contributes greatly to the success of the
concert and of course the appeal. And it was an integral part of an event

that exicited the world and made history!

Yours sincerely, Bob Geldof
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